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Revelation 16 Outline 

Overview 

➢ The end of mankind’s and Satan’s system or order of things. 

➢ Overview of the last 3 ½ years of the Tribulation also known as the Great Tribulation. 

➢ The Biblical model from Genesis unto Revelation. 

➢ Chapter 16 is latter half of the final week of law for Israel. 

➢ The timeline of this final week is found here in Revelation.  

➢ Chronologically the completion and destruction of every form of human government.  

➢ GOD’S Wrath finally being poured out against those rebellious & sinful in the form of 

complete loss. 

Revelation 16:1-2   

➢ The first Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Only the 7 Angels of the 7 Church Ages are ever mentioned together as a group. 

➢ Those who trust the beast, the antichrist, are covered head to  

toe by painful seeping ulcerous malignant sores. 

➢ The plagues the Lord used against Pharaoh of Egypt to release captive Israel often 

parallel the Judgements of the Great Tribulation of Revelation 16. 

Revelation 16:3    

➢ The second Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Seas turned to blood. 

➢ The oceans and all sea life at this time are destroyed. 

➢ By this you will know that I am the LORD.  

Revelation 16:4-7 

➢ The third Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath.  

➢ Rivers and streams became blood. 

➢ Famine will be so severe that cannibalism and the consumption of human blood will be 

openly practiced. 

➢ There will be a shortage of food and water on a global level never seen before. 

Revelation 16:8-9   

➢ The fourth Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Intense heat from the sun. 

➢ In a world with no water the Lord intensifies the sun,  causing people to curse. They now 

know that GOD is the one in control.  

➢ People have so hardened their hearts that they are unredeemable/ unreachable. 

Revelation 16:10-11    

➢ The fifth Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ The kingdom plunged into darkness.  

➢ Total darkness means no source of light will work. 
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➢ The Greek word John uses for darkness within the antichrist’s kingdom headquarters is 

the Greek word 4656. This word has 2 meanings and each are present in the Bible as 

punishments for disobeying GOD.  The first is to obscure, as in to make dark-no light. 

The second meaning is to make blind.  So it’s possible those within the antichrist’s 

residence of power are physically blinded. 

➢ The people of the antichrist continue to curse Almighty GOD in an actual admission that 

their false g*d, the antichrist possessed by Satan has no power over the Almighty Creator.  

Yet they writhe in pain cursing GOD’S Holy name. 

➢ Now are you beginning to understand how a Holy and Just GOD, albeit a Loving & 

Merciful GOD, will ultimately send such spiteful, vengeful, & full of malice people, 

beyond Himself and those whom love Him, from His and our presence! 

 Revelation 16:12   

➢ The sixth Bowl of Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Dried up the Euphrates; preparing the way for the kings from the East. 

➢ The 6th Bowl is the time after the nuke exchange of the 6th Trumpet in which the 

antichrist was seemingly slain and Satan indwelt him. 

Revelation 16:13-14  
➢ The remaining details of the 6th Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Satan sends out 3 demons unto the 3 remaining super powers of the world. 

➢ Impure spirits resemble frogs. 

➢ These 3 are: The antichrist’s Revived Rome of the Middle Eastern European Empire; the 

Magog and Persia, the Russian, Iranian alliance; and the Kings of the East led by Red 

China. 

➢ There were 4 sides, the Kings of the south, the Arab nations, have been subdued.  

➢ This final war clearly has 3 sides with each hell bent upon total annihilation and 

domination.  

➢ The arrival of Jesus Christ and those who have been Raptured into Heaven is imminent. 

Revelation 16:15 

➢ Here John is quoting each Isaiah and Jesus’s letter to the Church of Sardis.  

➢ Remain clothed (faithful) as to not be caught naked (unprepared). 

Revelation 16:16 

➢ Armageddon is the historic battlefield of Israel which is 14 miles wide and 20 miles long.  

➢ There have been many turning points in battles here. 

➢ The final: the antichrist gathering all the armies of the world to be destroyed by Jesus at 

His return with splendor and much glory.  

Revelation 16:17-18   

➢ The seventh Judgement Bowl of GOD’S Wrath. 

➢ Divine signs of Almighty Jehovah’s power and majesty-beyond measure and compare. 

➢ Days had been reduced from 24 to 16 hours.   

➢ Now is the time in which GOD restores the 24 hour day by slowing the Earth suddenly 

by 1/3.   
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Revelation 16: 19-21   

➢ The conclusion of GOD’S Judgement Wrath. 

➢ Jerusalem is split into 3 parts.  

➢ The antichrists headquarters of Babylon is judged by GOD. 

➢ John gives the timeline of Armageddon while the Old Testament prophets have the 

details. 
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